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-- Analogy of shear stress: diffusion model.
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PDF Modeling of%\irbulent Reactive Flows
Current status
Assumed PDF (Spalding, 1971; Gosman g_ Lockwook_
1973; ...)
0 Advantage: simple, fast.
o Disadvantages: Need unique mixture fraction; assumed
shape may not be real.
Composition PDF (Pope, 1976; Dopazo _ O'I3rian,
1974)
O Advantage: Reaction rate treai:ed exactly; existing mo-
ment closure codes easily adaoted..
o Disadvantages: Tu_%ulcr:t di_'fusion needs m.oc[e!.
Velocity-Compositionjoint PDF (Pope &: Chen 1980;
Pope 1981)
t' . i .... _" P.OO Advantage: ilcac:_ion _aLc ,: cal.cc: ,..,ac,._._, ciiTu.s.:on
model needed.
o Disactvantages: Moclels for veloci:.y field ,.eiativelv u:_-
ttiecl; R.equi_e more cornpute_ :esou,:ce.
PDF Plocleling of %ktrbulent Reactive Flows
• Objective:
0 Develop models that can accurately simulate finite _ate
chemical reactions in turbulent flows.
o Develolo and validate independent PDF modules.
o Technology transfer.
• Criteria
o Accuracy and robustness.
o Practical in te:ms of today's computing power.
0 Easy integration with existing industry computational
i)lat forrn.
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PDF Modeling of Turbulent Reactive Flows
Approach:
0 Joint pdf method ibr scalar compositions
o Moment closure schemes for velocity field
o Develop hybrid solver consisting of Monte Callo method
and finite-difference/finite-volume method.
PDF Ivlodeling of Turbulent l-leaczive Flows
• Current status (Lewis)
(;?),, + 60 < _jl_1,/_ > P),j -I--(pwjP),_,
= (D,P,p,j + :x_(z_) - (,%,P),:.
o Continuous mixing model developed.
o _Iodel for compressibility e_ect proposed.
,0 2D ancl $D _Ionte Carlo PDF module developed.
o Validation studies
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• Scaiav field in homogeneous turbulence
• Oblique shock.
• 2D supersonic hydrogen combustor.
• A.xisymmetl-ic supersonic combustor.
• Piloted flame near extinction.
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Scalar field in homogenous turbulence
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Scalar field in homogenous Lurbu[ence
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TGmpsraturs across an ob]iquc shock:
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Supersonic hydrogen combus/or
(Exp. Burrows & Kurkov, !973)
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COI-I]DUS L_!Supersonic l_ydrogcn ....
Mole flaction:
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Coaxial burner! geometry and test condition
(Exp. Che.ng, et al. 1991)
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Mean H20 motG fraction
Coaxial burner


















Piloted f_iame (_[asri et ai., i99_
t=ueI: 45_o CO, 15% Fi2, anti '-'0_3 N O_
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0 Exat. (Tmax = 2_.00)
-e- PDF (q-max _ 1350)




<> Application of PDF module to emission predictions
0 Incorporate general chemistry procedure.
0 Incorporate spray models.
o Use parallel computing for the PDF module.
Collaboration with industry and
technology <ransfer
• Features of"independent pdfmodule'
<> ]Easily coupled with any exis_ing industry flow codes
O Novel averaging scheme to reiuce memory recluiement.
o Generalchemistry package.
o Paralleiized worhstation version.
• Technology transfer' workshops
o July, 1993; code reieased to !.5 US institutions.
o October, i994.
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